Directions from North Campus

Walk south on campus to the Court of Sciences, past the Bomb Shelter eating area, and the construction site that just seems to keep getting bigger and bigger.

Enter the Life Sciences building (the south end of the Court). You will enter into a lobby with two elevators. Take an elevator to the 5th floor (as high as you can go).

On the 5th floor make a hard left turn (a U-turn actually) and continue down the corridor to the end. Pass through two sets of double doors and you are magically transported to the 6th floor of the Med Center.

You will begin seeing signs for UCLA Distance Learning Studio Classroom.

The corridor makes a couple of jogs, follow it to our storefront at 62-073 (next to a display case with medical photography). Continue up the ramp to the left. The studio is the third door on your left.

Good luck!